
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of relationship marketing manager.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for relationship marketing manager

Drive innovation and creativity to expand service conquest, increase digital
marketing and integration of after sales objects across the entire ownership
experience
Define the lifecycle strategy to drive engagement, onboarding, usage, upsell,
save at point of cancelation, and win-back
Define the lifecycle strategy to drive Dynamics trials, onboarding, usage,
upsell, save at point of cancelation, and win-back
Define proactive retention strategy to target Dynamics customers with
low/no usage who are at risk for churn
Identifying the appropriate individuals to include in communications and
decision-making, and then following through until all tasks are completed to
an appropriate degree of quality and completeness
Manage, develop, refine and lead the harvesting of Contact Database for
potential prospects within the industry
Develop and activate lead generation / campaign programs defining best
practices, standards, and processes to drive successful conversion
Develop and track marketing qualified leads to product/service sale and
manage lead nurturing programs to accelerate prospect movement through
the demand generation funnel for the organisation
Working with the Campaign Marketing Manager you will responsible for
integrated campaign implementation by executing an integrated mix of

Example of Relationship Marketing Manager Job
Description
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Responsible for nurturing leads, segmenting target audiences and support
the sales team with lead flow processes and content

Qualifications for relationship marketing manager

Some technical familiarity with the developer and IT professional audiences
and/or software development preferred
BS or BA degree required, preferably in marketing or similar
BA or BS degree required, preferably in marketing or similar
Flexibility to adapt to changing business requirements, and ability to power
through ambiguity
Experience with leading/managing third party vendors in the area of
database marketing and consumer relationship marketing
Significant experience in direct marketing initiatives including consumer
segmentation analysis, P&L management and execution of metric based
marketing programs including email, online media, direct mail


